
Feb.5, 2018 

Coaches- 

First of all thank you for your time and commitment in coaching RAAA in-house 

basketball. We hope your team is growing as a team, improving their skills, and 

having fun. We are 3 games into our season and with that we just want to remind 

you of some things. 

 

1)This is an in-house skill developmental league and with that we want heavy 

emphasis placed on: 

● Teaching basketball skills/concepts/what it means to be a team. 

● Creating an environment where players can have fun while learning 

the game of basketball, its ok to make mistakes-learn from them. 

● Treat competition like fun scrimmages. As coaches we can get caught up 

with what’s happening on the scoreboard rather than teaching our players 

how to play this game of basketball. A bigger victory for a coach is seeing the 

player who couldn’t dribble the first day of practice, dribble the length of 

court without traveling. Or seeing every player score in a game. 

● Great Sportsmanship. We want our players and coaches to respect 

referees, coaches and players. Every coach and player should shake hands at 

the end of the game and also thank the referees. Coaches, you are the 

example and role model to your team, parents and fans. 

 

2)While competition and striving to win is part of sports, we expect equal playing 

time for all participants and give every player a chance to experience different 

positions and roles on the floor. At the end of the day we want every player on 

every team to want to come back and play basketball next year. So to meet this we 

ask that : 

 

● A player should never play the whole game unless there is only 5 

players for a team that game. 

● Each player should have a chance to start a game 

● Every team is made up of players of various experience and skills. When 

putting your 2 groups together they should be mixed and made up of players 

of various skill levels. A team should not have their 5 best players 

always going against another teams not as strong players. Also by 

mixing your players up it allows kids to be leaders and help give more 

confidence to players that are just starting to learn the game of basketball. 

● We are asking that each coach make up a rotation chart for players especially 

for games where have less than 10 players. That way substitutions go quickly 

and also  the same player is not staying in all the time. It also gives players a 

chance to play with different combination and be in different roles on the 

team.  —— --For example if have 9 players , 5 will play 4 periods and 4 



players  will play 5. Please make sure they all get a chance to stay in twice. 

(We are attaching a matrix to use) 

 

3)When teaching the game of basketball to your team, teach them an offense or 

offensive movement that gives all players a chance to contribute, touch the ball and 

be a part of scoring a basket. If possible let’s not run offensive isolation plays for 

only 1 player on your team as this creates one-on-one situations without involving 

other team members. An example is to have the ball handler at the top of the key, 

spread the other offensive team members to the corners of the court or one side of 

the lane, and let ball handler try to beat his or her defender. We can see running 

this as a set play once in awhile but please do not have this as your main offense 

and having the same player with the ball trying to score  the whole game. We want 

to basically create a motion type offense for all players so they all get a chance to 

pass, screen, basket cut , rebound and score a basket. 

 

4)Also just to clarify there is not a magic formula for making teams but the teams 

for in-house are formed by the following process  

  A)based on 1 mutual request(could be for a player, for a coach, or 

to coach with someone) 

           B)Based on home school 

           C)Based on availabilty of volunteer coaches 

           D) For 3/4 girls and 5/6 boys and girls they were made trying to get 

equal number of each grade. 

 

Thank you for your time and commitment in helping grow RAAA basketball. If there 

is anything we can help you with, or you have a question or concern please don’t 

hesitate to reach out. Please remember the board are volunteers too and are main 

goals are  players have fun, they are safe and that they continue to want to play 

basketball! This is a great game!! 

Go Irish 

Sincerely, 

In-House Basketball board 

 


